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Welcome

Well, our second year in post has been 
just as eventful as our first. Who’d 
have thought that twelve months on 
we’d still be in the midst of a  
pandemic! 

Despite it being another challeng-
ing year for our leaders, we are 
very proud of their determination to 
continue guiding no matter what the 
world throws at them! We started 
the year still unable to meet face to 
face, with many units continuing to 
engage girls through virtual meetings 
and by keeping in touch in many ways, 
from emails to hand-delivered activity 
packs. We’d like to thank each and 
every one of our volunteers for their 
time and the care they have given so 
willingly to keep Girlguiding going in 
Staffordshire. 

As a county we’ve continued to offer 
events and training for our members, 
albeit in a very different way than 
ever before. Our members enjoyed our 
Very Green Christmas virtual activity 
day, as well as our fabulous 4 Nations 
virtual sleepover and other virtual 
events such as virtual Laughing Yoga  
and Jumping Clay virtual craft  
sessions. We’re so proud of the  
resilience that our young members 
have shown and their willingness to 
adapt to a new way of guiding. 

Our training sessions continued in a 
virtual capacity and many members 
have expressed a desire for this to 

continue for some trainings, as it  
eliminates the need to travel across 
the county in an evening. 

We were thrilled that by April units 
could return to face-to-face meetings, 
where they felt comfortable to do so. 
It was very emotional receiving photos 
of our units returning and doing what 
they love most. We’ve seen Rainbows 
having picnics and completing crafts in 
the park. We’ve seen Brownies  
climbing and doing archery and we’ve 
seen Guides and Rangers cooking 
outside and canoeing. These things 
that we used to take for granted, have 
become so precious to us now. 

By September the majority of our 
units had returned to “normal”  
meetings, just with extra precautions 
thrown in, like we do in every aspect 
of life now. Understandably our  
membership numbers have taken a hit 
over the past year and at census time 
our numbers were down by around 
a third. However, we’re confident 
that now face-to-face meetings 
have resumed our numbers will grow 
again. Indeed, in the first month since 
re-opening in September our  
membership grew by over 500 new 
members. 
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Thanks must go to the County Council, 
and many local Councillors, who have 
supported Girlguiding Staffordshire 
through the pandemic. This support 
has been financial, as well as joining 
units virtually and in person when 
invited. We have also had the support 
of SCYVS which has been very useful 
throughout the changing climate of 
the pandemic. 

Particular thanks must go to our  
district and division commissioners 
who have handled an extra workload 
to ensure activities – virtual and  
face-to-face – can continue. Our drop 
in membership could have been so 
much greater, without their valuable 
contributions. Thanks also, to our own 
staff, who have been very flexible with 
work patterns, matching what was 
needed as guidelines from both  
government and Girlguiding changed 
over the past twelve months.

Please take time to read this report 
as it contains more details of what we 
have offered our members this year, 
and also what our divisions' hopes are 
for 2022. 

We would like to record our very  
sincere thanks to Jane Dudson our 
County President who is stepping down 
from the role and we are delighted 
to welcome Lesley Knighton, who 
becomes our new President from 2nd 
November. We look forward to working 
with Lesley who is a familiar face to 
many in Staffordshire.
 
We have lots of exciting events  
already planned for 2022 with others 
in the pipeline. The highlight of the 
calendar for next year is our Unity 
International camp which takes place 
once every four years here in  
Staffordshire. Plans are well under 
way to make this an incredibly  
memorable event for our Guides and 
Rangers as well as enabling our  
Rainbows and Brownies to visit the 
camp for a day. 

Thank you to everyone who has been 
involved in Girlguiding Staffordshire in 
any way over the past year, we could 
not have done it without you. 

Alison Holmes & Cat Kerr  
County Commissioners



A Very Green 

Christmas

Staffordshire 

Challenge

In January 2021 we launched our  
“I Love Staffordshire” challenge 
badge. The challenge badge explores 
the 17 divisions in the county and  
suggests an outdoor activity, craft, 
food activity and pen & paper  
challenge associated to each division.

In December 2020 we held “A Very 
Green Christmas” activity day which 
was suitable for all sections. Girls had 
great fun with their Christmas bakes, 
decorations, Christmas cards and 
other activities. The aim was for all 
of the crafts to be made largely from 
items people had lying around the 
house or from recycled materials. 

For many of the activities we created 
a ‘how to’ video that the girls could 
watch to help them with their chosen 
activity. One of the highlights was a 
dance tutorial video where the girls 
learnt a dance to “Rocking Around The 
Christmas Tree”. Everyone who took 
part was rewarded with one of our 
special, shaped badges. We still have 
the resource and badges available for 
anyone who would like to complete 
the challenge this Christmas.

Examples include: cooking up a  
“lobby” for Stoke North Division; 
creating a mini music festival in your 
garden for Lapley Division, home to  
V Fest; designing your own roller  
coaster for Threapwood Division, 
home of Alton Towers; and tie-dying 
an item of clothing for Leek Division 
a major producer of textiles following 
the industrial revolution.

The challenge and the badges are  
available on the county website.



Jumping Clay

Sunflower 

Challenge

In February we hosted a clay  
modelling activity day for all sections. 

Each section had their own sessions 
and the team from Jumping Clay gave 
simple step by step instructions on 
how everyone could make their own 
mini-me! Clay packs were sent to all 
participants in advance and the results 
were fantastic. We even ran a session 
just for adults.

Over 750 members took part in our 
Sunflower Challenge that we launched 
in April. 

Each kit ordered contained a badge, a 
bag of seeds and two postcards. The 
aim of the challenge was for people to 
share the seeds and a postcard with a 
friend and both grow some sunflowers 
with the postcard alongside them to 
help promote Girlguiding in their local 
community. We also created a  
colouring sheet that people could  
colour and display in their window to 
show they were taking part. 

Throughout the 
summer members 
sent us photos 
of how their 
sunflowers were 
growing. Some 
areas held local 
competitions 
to see whose 
sunflower could 
grow the tallest. 
We even grew our 
own sunflowers 
at the County 
Headquarters.



International

Our ability to offer international  
opportunities to our members has  
continued to be hampered by the  
effects of covid however we haven’t 
let this stop us completely. 

In the spring we ran a virtal sleepover 
called ‘Four Nations Sleepover’. Our 
international team put together a 
challenge pack which enabled  
members to try activities from the 
four countries which make up the UK. 

We had an interactive story written 
especially for our event which saw 
Sparkle the bear travel around the UK. 
Then during the weekend there were 
a number of live sessions including a 
campfire and a star appearance from 
our very own ‘Big Cook Little Cook’. 

The photos from across the county 
which we received during the  
weekend showed us just how much fun  
everyone had taking part in the 
sleepover.

As restrictions slowly begin to ease we 
are already looking forward, the team 
are busy planning Unity 2022. 

Our long haul trip to Kenya is back on 
track, and we have even been able to 
increase the number of girls who are 
able to take part in this amazing trip. 
Plans are also under way to shape our 
2023 programme.

Thank you to everyone who has 
supported our members through this 
tricky year your continued support is 
invaluable.

Adviser: Natalie Ainsworth



Trefoil Guild

Chair: Chris Blenkinsop

Trefoil Guild members have been 
keeping themselves busy over the past 
twelve months by finding new skills 
and activities or revisiting old ones.

Cupboards have been cleaned and 
sorted out and unfinished craft items 
completed. Items have been made for 
local hospitals and care homes. New 
friendships have also been made and 
Burton Guild set up a pen pal scheme 
with a Guild in another part of the 
country. 

Many Guilds held zoom meetings which 
encouraged some of our older  
members to learn new computer skills, 
others kept in touch via phone calls, 
WhatsApp, Facebook on other social 
media.

Members were delighted when they 
were allowed to meet up outdoors and 
have now been able to start holding 
indoor meetings.

Our numbers have dropped slightly 
during the last year but recently some 
Guilds have reported that they have 
gained new members.

90 members took part in a “Get  
Connected” Day  in April which 
was based around the four Trefoil 
straplines – Find Friendship, Give  
Support, Get Involved, Get Active.  
Activities were carried out via Zoom 
but everyone received an activity pack 
so that those not wishing to Zoom 
could still take part. Thanks to Sandra 
Collins, Karen Micklewright and Jo 
Carter for organising and running the 
day.

Unfortunately we felt it necessary to 
cancel this years County holiday but 
plans for next year’s are now  
underway. 

My term of office as County Chairman 
should have ended on 1st September 
but we are still trying to find someone 
to take on the role so I’ve agreed to 
continue until the end of the year.
Many thanks to everyone for their help 
and support during the last five years. 



Adult Support

2021 has been an intriguing year for 
training in Staffordshire – but we have 
risen to the challenge and delivered a 
varied programme of opportunities for 
our members!

We were excited to hold our first ever 
virtual County Training Day in October 
2020 which was attended by over 90 
people. 13 different training sessions 
were offered during the day, which 
ended with a fun badge bingo and 
campfire songs emojis quiz. The day 
was positively received by attendees 
who liked being able to attend training 
in their own homes!

We have continued to offer virtual 
trainings on many topics including 
ideas for programme planning,  
handling difficult situations, games 
and activities for virtual meetings, 
outdoor ideas, as well as our  
leadership induction day. Attendance 
has varied from single figures up to 35 
on the computer screen!

We have also supported commissioners 
and mentors with different subjects 
including the DBS system, recruitment 
and retention and mentoring updates.

During lockdown we were pleased 
to offer some well-being sessions for 
leaders, where subjects such as  

relaxation and stress management 
were discussed in a supportive  
atmosphere and several leaders  
reported these as beneficial,  
especially given the difficult year 
everyone has experienced.

The new 1st Response virtual sessions 
have been very well attended, and 
we were able to resume face to face 
practical sessions in April following 
covid precautions – these were  
enjoyed by leaders after so long  
without seeing people!

Safe Space courses have restarted 
in person, alongside the webinars 
offered by Region and CHQ and our 
compliance rate is good.

A blended model of virtual and face 
to face trainings will continue in the 
future, which we hope will enable 
more leaders to access the support 
available.

It has been rewarding to see the 
numbers of Leadership Qualifications 
gained during the year and we look 
forward to the launch of the new 
Leadership Development Programme 
in 2022 – this will be a new challenge 
but we are ready to succeed! We will 
also learn how to use the new digital 
learning platform for recording  
progress – so 2022 will be another 
interesting year for us all!

A huge thank you to all the trainers 
and staff who have administered and 
delivered our training programme this 
year – we look forward to the new 
opportunities ahead!

Adviser: Chris James



Burton 
Division

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

I am most proud of the way the  
division has come together to  
support each other, even though we 
couldn’t meet face-to-face, we have 
met through the wonders of zoom!  
The younger more tech savvy  
leaders introduced the less tech savvy 
amongst us to Zoom and were always 
on hand to help and point us in the 
right direction!    

Once we were able to meet outside, 
we took full advantage of our  
wonderful outside space at the  
Orchard.  Joan and her team of ladies 
and Mick proceeded to transform the 
garden at Brook House, which now 
looks amazing, and Barbara and her 
team have kept the Orchard in tip top 
condition.  We have had tent days at 
the Orchard in preparation for Unity 
2022, labelling all the good equipment 
and clearing out mountains of rubbish.  
Well done to everyone!

Commissioner: Pat Sage

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?

We are most looking forward to using 
our fantastic facilities at Brook House 
and The Orchard and coming together 
as a division with events such as our 
May Fair and Rucksack Ramble, which 
are already in the planning stage. 

Sleepovers and unit holidays are being 
discussed, and of course Unity 2022 is 
the main event next year.  We, like a 
lot of divisions, are in desperate need 
of more leaders, so we will  
endeavour to try and recruit new 
people into the division,  which along 
with fundraising for camping  
equipment is our top priority this year.



Cannock  
Division

Commissioner: Jenny Cassell

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

We held a Division virtual overnight at 
during February half term to coincide 
with Thinking Day. We had Rainbows, 
Brownies, Guides, Rangers, Leaders 
and Trefoil Guild all taking part. We 
had a few brothers and sisters joining 
in as well as Armitage units. We  
travelled to the USA, Japan, Africa 
and did some Polish cooking, and we 
didn’t have to clear up the mess! 

Whilst completing something virtually 
is different having been so far away 
from the girls for almost 12 months 
if felt so normal to be doing this 
and getting involved as a team. This 
challenged our thoughts about what an 
overnight should be and increased our 
presentation and IT skills. We received 
great feedback and the girls are  
looking forward to real life  
international travels in the future. 

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?

We are looking forward to other  
division level events for Thinking day 
and the Queen's celebrations. 

We are a close division and have 
missed seeing other leaders and girls 
that have moved through the  
sections. We have always tried to  
support girls with new experiences 
and to go abroad to Disneyland Paris 
and Our Chalet. Cannock has a lot of 
deprived areas and it may not be  
possible for families to have trips 
away. We are looking forward to our 
international travels again. 



Lapley  
Division

Commissioner: Fiona Roberts

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

Over the last twelve months I have 
been proud to see how well the  
volunteers in the division have  
adapted to the Covid restrictions and 
still been able to offer exciting and 
interesting activities for the girls to 
enjoy.  

Zoom has been a lifeline to some of 
the girls during lockdown with cooking 
activities going down well (especially 
as there was no clearing up for leaders 
afterwards)!  

Activity packs have been offered via 
“click and collect” for many of the 
sections and escape room activities 
have encouraged teamwork.  We’ve 
also had virtual promises, parties and 
games and had girls join in with the 
virtual sleepovers offered.  

When restrictions have allowed  
leaders have been keen to get back to 
face-to-face unit meetings and many 
varied outdoor activities have been 
offered, smores being a favourite with 
Guides.

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?

As a Division we are looking forward 
to being able to meet up with each 
other face-to-face again, renewing old 
friendships and creating new ones. 

Although Leaders within units have 
met, we have not met up as districts 
or as a division yet.  We hope to 
reschedule our Thank You event for 
Leaders to Spring 2022 with an  
afternoon tea somewhere locally.  

Units are planning fun outings for 
Christmas, with a visit to Trentham 
Christmas lights on offer for some.



Leek 
Division

Commissioner: Claire Keen

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

I have been so proud of both the 
volunteers and girls in my division 
over the past year. The volunteers 
have continued to adapt to changing 
regulations varying from face-to-face 
to virtual meetings as guidance has 
allowed. 

However, I'm also proud of the girls 
in our division who have stuck with 
us despite the changes. We've seen a 
huge increase in badges been  
completed at home and the girls 
whose units weren't meeting  
virtually joined our division virtual 
units which also enabled them to 
make new friends across the division.

The leaders pulled together to run a 
virtual sleepover and created video 
demonstrations, ran virtual games and 
even produced a virtual campfire. 

Whilst guiding has never seen the 
likes of the past twelve months before 
in many ways it has built a stronger 
division team as we've all had to pull 
together and support each other like 
never before.

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?
Whilst units are now back face-to-face 
we haven't yet held any district or 
division events all together so this is 
one of the things we're really looking 
forward to. 

We will be holding district Thinking 
Day events and as a division we will 
be celebrating the Queen's Platinum 
Jubliee so they are all great events to 
look forward to as well as Unity 2022.

At the start of the pandemic I said to 
my division that our biggest priority 
was to maintain our leader numbers 
and that the girls would be  
easier to recruit. So far this is proving 
true. We've lost very few leaders and 
already our unit numbers are seeing 
big increases so I'm looking forward to 
achieving pre-pandemic membership 
figures as soon as we can.



Lichfield  
Division

Commissioner: Samantha Abell

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

All the current membership in  
Lichfield Division has made me most 
proud over this last year. 

The leaders have risen to the  
challenges of delivering guiding on 
Zoom or by sending out packs and 
keeping in touch with their girls and 
the girls  have stuck with us,  
providing a welcome break every week 
with their enthusiasm. 

I have also loved the virtual sleepovers 
and visitors we have been able to 
invite through virtual guiding.

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?

I’m looking forward to meeting the 
girls and leaders face to face as we 
start to get back to normality and look 
forward to a time when we can plan 
and deliver on large scale events.



Longton 
Division

Commissioner: Lisa Miller

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

Over the last twelve months Longton 
Division has had most units offering 
some kind of guiding. This has been 
from some going back to face-to-face 
as soon as they could and others  
offering Zoom or activity packs.  

We did see a drop in our numbers just 
like everyone else but we have now 
started to see a steady increase in 
these, mainly due to units starting to 
meet back up face-to-face.   

We have also seen many girls gaining 
their Bronze, Silver and Gold awards in 
lots of units. This shows me that girls 
have been active over the pandemic 
and we have a lot of leaders who have 
encouraged the girls and put on an  
active programme so they can 
achieve.   Leaders have also made 
sure they are up to date in safe space, 
DBS, first aid and also some have 
helped plan county virtual events, so 
many of us have been busy even with 
everything going on.

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?

We hope soon that all units will be 
back face-to-face and our plans for 
the future include being part of Unity 
2022. We also have units planning 
residentials and we hope to all meet 
up for division events. Hopefully our 
annual Christmas disco can happen 
this year and we are hoping our AGM 
can go ahead in person rather than on 
zoom – it has already been postponed 
from the summer.  

Our numbers will hopefully continue 
to rise and show what a wonderful 
division we are. 



Needwood 

Division

Commissioner: Position Vacant

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

Without a Division Commissioner the 
District Commissioners Amelia & Lorna 
continued to ‘hold the fort’ through 
one of the most difficult times in 
living memory. As a County we are 
grateful to both Lorna and Amelia for 
their leadership and to the volunteers 
in Needwood for doing all that they 
could to keep the girls engaged and 
members throughout this time.
 
We would like to congratulate Fliss 
Davies who had been selected as one 
of five people to run the iconic course, 
of the London Marathon on behalf of 
Girlguiding. After training for months 
and raising almost £1,700, her efforts 
were hit by the decision to delay the 
race due to the COVID-19 outbreak. 
But members of the local Brownies 
group in Fradley, where Fliss is a  
leader, joined local villagers to  
recreate London landmarks so she 
could tackle her own version of the 
race on the day it was due to be run. 

Big Ben, the London Eye and Tower 
Bridge were among the locations in 
model or chalk form, while some of 
the youngsters opted to dress as the 
Queen and Prince Philip to cheer her 
on as she ran to Elford and  
Whittington before making it back to 
Fradley. Fortunately more recently 
Fliss has managed to run the actual 
London Marathon!

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?

As a County Team we are hopeful 
that a Division Commissioner can be 
appointed along with a Division Team 
who can continue to lead the division 
over the next few years. 

It may seem like an onerous task but 
working together, doing our best, we 
will overcome the challenges and  
continue to provide many interesting 
and exciting activities for the young 
members. 

We are also looking forward to  
welcoming more Rainbows, Brownies, 
Guides, Rangers and adult volunteers 
to the units and unit teams across the 
division and taking part in county  
challenges and events with them.



Newcastle 

Division

Commissioner: Ruth Farell

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

Proud – 
Of Rainbows – for being undaunted by 
the madness around them and bringing 
themselves and their teddies out for a 
Friday night picnic.

Of Brownies – for big things like gold 
awards and picking litter with Orinoco 
and big for them things like "getting" 
cross stitch.

Of Guides – for striding out of their 
comfort zones and striding out on a 
sunset country walk and taking time to 
just be.

Of young leaders  - for having the 
confidence to run activities and show 
Girlguiding has a future.

Of leaders – for everything, for still 
being here, for Safe Spacing, for 
completing qualifications, for keeping 
units going, for taking up the request 
to volunteer at vaccination centres, 
for learning how to Z…. (whoops, 
nearly said it)!

Of those that help at Maer – for  
continuing to mow, weed, clean, keep 
accounts, test fire alarms, all for a 
site with no visitors.

Of every member!

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?

And looking forward...

To more picnics, including the biggest 
picnic of all at Unity.

To a much postponed international trip 
(surely this is the year…).

To singing together, whether we are in 
tune or not.

To consolidating and to everyone 
meeting back face to face.

To eating chips at Apedale.
 
To giving girls the opportunities to 
make friends that will last for life, 
because we now know that sometimes 
life might not be what we expect it to 
be. 



Rugeley 
Division

Commissioner: Bernie Norbury

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

I'm incredibly proud of efforts of  
leaders, assistant leaders and helpers 
who enabled the girls to meet  
regularly albeit virtually. 

As a division we came together before 
Christmas for our virtual ‘Light the 
Way’ camp which added an  
environmental twist to some of our 
usual Christmassy crafts.

The impact of the engagement by our 
volunteers helped to retain a high  
proportion of our membership,  
particularly so with the Guide and 
Ranger units. Through applications for 
supportive financial grants, the units 
have remained solvent and in a good 
position to move forwards once they 
return fully to face to face guiding. 
Thank you to all those who have 
helped the division in this way.

As we approached the summer term, 
personal commitments curtailed a  
return to face to face meetings for 
some units who continued to meet  
virtually. Other units met outdoors, 
taking advantage of the grounds 
around their venues or at Beaudesert. 
A few units have been able to use 
their own indoor meeting places.

Keen camping units have been able 
to arrange outdoor days and even a 
summer camp.

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?

Over the next year the recruitment of 
new volunteers is needed to meet the 
growing numbers of girls, particularly 
those areas with housing growth.  
 
We will be using craftivism and social 
media to engage locally with the  
Rugeley residents in the hope that we 
meet our future needs for the benefit 
of the girls.



Stafford 
Division

Commissioner: Kim Waldron

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?
Wow! Who knew what a dramatic 
effect the pandemic was going to have 
on our guiding lives? I can honestly say 
I am amazed at how we have pulled 
together to support one another.  The 
friendship and dedication that leaders 
have shown to each other is beyond 
belief.

Remarkably 95% of units carried out a 
guiding programme of some sort. The 
importance of maintaining contact 
with girls was uppermost in everyone’s 
mind. No-one had heard of Zoom, and 
it was a learning curve for everyone. 
Majority of leaders rose to the  
challenge and it became the norm.

One of my proudest moments was 
seeing 187 members come together at 
our division weekend at Maer. Seeing 
the Rainbows, Brownies, Guides and 
leaders having such fun doing outdoor 
activities was very emotional. The 
smiles on the girls faces, the sound of 
laughter in the air made the troubles 
of the last two years fade away.

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?
Maintaining Stafford Division’s future is 
paramount to my vision.  

We have three new district  
commissioners in the division, and I 
am looking forward to closely working 
with them to provide a year of  
exciting activities for all sections.   
The growth of membership will be 
high on the agenda to ensure the  
success of the division.  

I will be visiting units to meet  
members. Communication with leaders 
is very important to me to ensure that 
everyone feels valued.

To sum it up, my aim is to increase 
membership whilst maintaining the 
support, fun and friendship that we all 
know Girlguiding provides.



How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?
I am proud of the way that many  
leaders have shown resilience and 
found alternative ways of keeping in 
touch with their girls and continued 
to provide guiding in some form or 
another. We've even had three girls 
achieving their Gold award.  

Leaders within the division have 
stepped up to make sure that despite 
being “closed” that Copeland Cottage, 
of whom as a division we co-own with 
three other divisions, continues to be 
maintained with leaders taking turns 
to do weekly checks, and carrying out 
low level maintenance and cleaning.  

My exec team has continued to meet 
regularly and have worked hard to 
make sure that leaders in their  
districts remain compliant by  
carrying out DBS checks and  
encouraging them to attend safe space 
and first aid trainings.  

Whilst guiding may have been very 
different this last 12 months they have 
shown that we are very much still 
open for business.

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?
I am coming to the end of my five 
years as Division Commissioner for 
Stoke North and due to the pandemic 
we have seen membership drop, not 
something I was not hoping for in my 
last term of office.  However I am 
looking forward to seeing membership 
start to grow over the next twelve 
months as units reopen and we are 
already seeing girls returning to units, 
especially for the younger sections.  

I look forward to seeing what new 
ideas my successor can bring to the 
division and to returning to activities 
and events with the girls.

Stoke North 

Division

Commissioner: Toni Ryan



Stoke South 

Division

Commissioner: Kimberley Smith

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

My amazing volunteers have really 
stepped up and offered some fantastic 
guiding and experiences to girls who 
have been going through this very 
difficult time. 

With weekly zooms and outdoor  
activity days there's not been a dull 
week across Stoke South! Home  
adventures and technology challenges 
have been faced head on by our  
fantastic volunteers and I am so  
grateful to each and every one of 
them.

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?

We can't wait to get back to seeing 
each other! It's been lovely to keep in 
touch over screen but girls and  
volunteers are just itching to get back 
to some good old guiding! So many are 
hoping to camp and holiday and cram 
so many activities into each week to 
make up for lost time!



Stone & Eccleshall 

Division

Commissioner: Jill Piggott

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

In our division all volunteers and  
parents have worked very hard in the 
past 12 months to keep unit meetings 
going on Zoom. This has taken a lot of 
time to organise and all the girls have 
benefited from all the efforts.
 
Unit activities have carried on with 
girls earning their badges, learning 
what Girlguiding is all about and 
everyone doing their best.

From June outdoor meetings started 
and the girls enjoyed meeting with 
their units and carrying on with their 
activities. It was lovely to receive an 
email that said "our family thanks you 
for the way that our granddaughter's 
rainbow unit was run through the 
demanding time of covid. The leaders 
made a lot of effort to keep it running 
throughout. This was exemplary and 
in the best tradition of the Girl Guide 
organisation".

I am very proud of everyone in Stone 
& Eccleshall Division.

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?

We are looking forward for all units 
to start meeting face-to-face inside 
and out and joining together, having 
fun with all activities, welcoming new 
girls and new volunteers to our unit 
meetings.

We will work towards opening more 
units in the Division.

We can't wait to get involved with 
community and Girlguiding events as 
we have missed doing this. We look 
forward to continuing to grow as a  
division.



Stone Outward 

Division

Commissioner: Debra Turner

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

As with all divisions, it has been a 
really strange year. Most units have 
continued to offer guiding in some 
form or another with many mastering 
the medium of Zoom. Whether it’s 
been our best friend or worst enemy 
the phrase “you’re on mute” and "I’m 
going to silence you" all have become 
common place. 

We had great fun with a trip to the 
world centres on the Stone Outward 
airline. We tried Indian dancing,  
African drumming and learning lots of 
new words and facts along the way.

Most units recommenced following 
the summer break with many starting 
face-to-face meetings for the first 
time in over a year. Goodness, the 
girls have grown tall!   Some units 
still have the challenge of finding new 
venues after schools and fire stations 
stop letting their venues out. Some 
are continuing until Christmas to meet 
outside or virtually whilst the covid 
numbers are still high.

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?

It’s been a strange year but we have 
come through it stronger and with  
renewed vigour starting with our 
opening event in October. 

We're looking forward to an exciting 
2022.



How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

I have been really proud of how  
everyone in the division came  
together to support each other, and 
their girls, during what has been a 
very difficult twelve months.  

Leaders have shown great resilience, 
and an ability to adapt by holding 
virtual meetings or dropping off  
activities and then adapting their  
programmes to run socially distanced.  

Units have also taken part in Division 
and county virtual events and  
challenge badges where they can.   
 
It has not always been easy, but we 
have a great support system in  
Tamworth which I am proud to now be 
part of.  I would also like to take this 
opportunity to thank all division  
leadership teams for their warm  
welcome as I stepped into Jill’s first 
class shoes as division commissioner 
from September.

Tamworth 

Division

Commissioner: Katie Plant

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?

Leaders in Tamworth have particularly 
enjoyed getting back to face to face 
meetings and seeing both the girls and 
each other again.   
 
We’re looking forward to getting back 
to other events that are normally a 
staple of the year like Remembrance, 
Thinking Day, Unity, the Queen’s  
Platinum Jubilee and of course, trips 
and sleepovers.  

We reignited our visible presence 
in the community in September by 
hiring a climbing wall for the We Love 
Tamworth event which was attended 
by girls from all sections in uniform, 
and I hope we can now build on this to 
move forward into 2022.



Threapwood 

Division

Commissioner: Denise Wheat

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?
I am so proud of all the leaders in 
Threapwood Division for forming an 
unsinkable bond during the lockdown. 
We have had some rocky moments 
with membership plummeting and  
losing a few leaders, but we have 
worked really hard to keep the  
leadership team together by using  
different member skills and merging 
units where necessary. 

I felt like we were on an island all 
holding each other on while the sharks 
circulated us.  We learned to get 
really positive about recruitment even 
when we actually felt rock bottom, 
and the results have been amazing. 
New leaders are appearing from all 
sorts of promotional avenues that we 
have been trying and everyone is so 
welcoming to them. 

Thank you to everyone for staying 
positive and believing we could come 
out the other side. 

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?
We are looking forward to Unity 2022. 
Visting Kibblestone recently felt so 
exciting and we can't wait to be there 
on a real camp. 

For the Brownies and Rainbows, just 
getting back to guiding with friends 
face-to-face and getting stuck in  
properly to the programme and  
getting lots of new badges.



Uttoxeter 

Division

Commissioner: Tracey Chamberlain

How has your division made you 
proud in the last 12 months?

I am incredible proud of everything we 
have achieved in Uttoxeter Division 
over the past year. Units have kept 
girls engaged with virtual meetings 
and more recently with the return to 
face-to-face meetings. 

A climbing wall opportunity for  
Brownies and Guides at Bramshall 
Road park showed the public that we 
have fun being active and are still very 
much part of the community.  Leaflets 
were handed out and contacts made.  

Division Brownie Zooms were well 
supported and culminated in  
Brownies making their promise  
face-to-face with marshmallow  
toasting. Kingstone Brownies and 
Abbots Bromley Rainbows have earned 
their Blue Peter Green Badge by  
wild-flower planting, investigating  
compost, scarecrow making and  
generally thinking Green.

Sue’s hard work and support as my 
assistant are much appreciated as is 
her perseverance with GO!  I am most 
grateful to my daughters Georgina and 
Harriet for supporting me in all things 
Girlguiding and am very proud of all 
the volunteers and advisers in the  
division for their hard work and  
commitment in keeping Girlguiding 
Uttoxeter Division thriving.  

What are you looking forward to 
most as a division in the next 12 
months?

We have lots of great things already 
planned that we are looking forward 
to in the coming year.  

We have a sleepover planned at  
Tutbury Castle for Guides and Rangers 
in the Spring and there is an Open 
Farm event for Rainbows and Brownies 
to look forward to. There will be a hot 
chocolate walk for all sections and we 
are still waiting to spend some of our 
grant money on a real “shindig” with 
the community invited; showing what 
Girlguiding is all about.

We will also be at Rocester fete to 
support the church where two units 
meet as well as hopefully recruiting 
lots of new members.



We awarded the  
following Long  
Service Awards

77 x 5 years
59 x 10 years
14 x 20 years
15 x 30 years
5 x 40 years
1 x 50 years
1 x 60 years

1 leader completed 
their Going Away 

With Guides licence

9 Young Leaders  
completed the Young 
Leader Qualification

1 leader completed 
their Going Away 
With Brownies  

licence

1 leader completed 
their Going Away 

With Rangers licence

3 leaders completed  
module 4 of the  

leadership qualification  
to become leaders  
instead of assistant  

leaders.

The following ladies  
were awarded the  

Region Chief  
Commissioner 

Award:
Dena Atherton

Marie Hine
Emma Nicklin

Charlie Quinby
Paula Seddon

Nicola Warrilow

We awarded 18 adult  
leadership qualifications

15 leaders completed 
their module 1  

Leadership Qualification 
to re-train with another 

section

A Year of 
Achievements!
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